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CRISIS IN THE ARCTIC NORTH
As world leaders gathered at COP26, a handful
of firefighters struggled to control vast and
unprecedented boreal fires in the Pan-Arctic region.
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Here, time has already run out.
The first snows in eastern Finland came late this year, and are
expected to be short. Extreme heating of the Pan-Arctic region
has caused boreal fires from methane escaping as perma-frost
thaws across a vast area. It is hard for local communities to
think about a so-called bigger picture.

Current pressures are often about
survival. The world is aiming to limit
climate warming to 1.5°C across
the globe, and every 0.1°C makes a
difference to impacts on the ground.
In the Arctic region heating is racing
ahead of global averages, causing
rapid and devastating changes
including fires and methane explosions.
Most boreal fires are in SakhaYakutia, Eastern Siberia; they may
burn or smoulder for months on end.
Regionally only 300 firefighters, in
total, try to manage 3 million square
kilometres; Indigenous peoples’ lives
and livelihoods are at risk. A small
NGO (Snowchange Cooperative1) has
managed to secure $200,000 to train
a few village teams as firefighters,
increase monitoring efforts, and
influence early prevention in small
villages. More regional on-the-ground
actions are urgently needed.
John Kerry, as Climate Ambassador
from the USA, spoke at COP26 with a
Russian delegation, but the questions
of methane's human impacts today
are hard to find within their methane
agreement agenda. COP26 has
offered very little to Indigenous and
traditional communities threatened by
fire with loss of life and loss of home
territories. Increasing temperatures,
meanwhile, trigger the worst thaws of
permafrost in thousands of years.
Dr Tero
Mustonen
See page 14 for
a profile of Tero
and his work.

The COP26 agreement emphasises
the global importance of protecting
and restoring ecosystems: they store
and manage carbon emissions for

the planet (Decision 1/CM3 'Glasgow
Climate Pact' Paragraph 38). The
agreement recognises our reliance on
Indigenous communities in achieving
these climate goals (Decision 1/CM3
'Glasgow Climate Pact' Paragraph 88).
Indigenous knowledge is relied upon
for effective action (Decision 1/CM3
'Glasgow Climate Pact' Paragraph 93).
Indigenous communities contribute
virtually zero to carbon emissions, but
are asked to manage resources to save
us all – without any acknowledgement
of the immediate life-threatening crises
they face. Many Indigenous peoples
are suffering acute harm from the
galloping effects of the climate crisis
– dramatically so in Arctic regions.
There is clearly a huge
comprehension gap about the
realities of Arctic life; it is surprising
that US-Russia methane talks failed
to include some basic minimal
support for those whose lives are at
risk right now. The scale of disaster
and damage is totally overlooked.
It is hard to find positives in a COP
process that simply ignores the here
and now for such communities.
The question of Indigenous rights
remains unsolved in most parts of
the Arctic, as in tropical rainforests
and beyond2, further aggravating the
situation. A lot now depends on the
actions of civil society, and on interregional cooperation. It is vital to
support early detection of large fires,
equipping teams and communities
to react fast, and conserving areas
wherever we can.
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Reflecting on COP26:
I am left with a sense of injustice being done.
During the 12-day event I spoke to many people and groups, both
within the negotiation process and outside on the fringes. I felt
a sense of frustration that the rapid and deep reductions in CO2
emissions were within our grasp, but still we would miss the mark.

The Glasgow Pact has gone further
in acknowledging the extent of the
climate crisis we face, and it has
ratcheted up the sense of urgency,
shifting from 2°C to 1.5°C as the
only objective that gives humanity a
reasonable chance of a manageable
future. But as I consider what was
achieved, it is with a sense of the
profound loss of trust against which
every negotiation took place.
The two areas in which trust has
been tested and failed so deeply are:

1. The provision of funds by the

wealthier nations to help less
well-off nations cope with the
impacts of the climate crisis; and

2. The provision of recompense

for loss and damage suffered
by poorer countries as the richer
nations carry on with their
lifestyles, making modifications
only where their quality of life
is not significantly affected.

In the body of this report, we look at
both threads. A good resolution of
these issues would make a difference
to the lives and livelihoods of billions
of people – and to humanity’s future
on our planet. However, I am struck by
the more immediate problem of how
we move forward when integrity and

good faith seem to be in short supply.
I salute the campaigners and activists
who hold the big players accountable
against their promises. Their voices
have been heard sufficiently for the
self-interests of the private sector
to begin to shift. But I fear for the
many local, indigenous communities
on whose services all of humanity
depends as they feel the ground
thawing beneath their feet, their
forest-homes shrinking, their crops
reducing – and their lives and
livelihoods threatened.
As time and progress are lost in the
fight to re-balance our climate, deep
and rapid emissions reductions are
essential, but not enough. CCAG will
continue to advocate for the removal
of GHGs from the atmosphere – to
get our hospitable atmosphere back
to 350 ppm of GHGs. And while that
process is playing out, which will take
some 50 years from the time that
efforts begin in earnest, CCAG will
continue to argue for the urgency of
re-freezing the Arctic summer seaice to stabilise our weather systems.
This will help reduce extreme weather
disasters – the fires of the Arctic north,
of Australia, California and Greece, the
floods and landslides of the west coast
of Canada, of Germany, and of China.

Reduce
Remove
Repair
Even if the target
set in Glasgow of
not exceeding 1.5°C
could be delivered,
by reducing
GHG emissions,
humanity is
faced with a very
uncertain future.
The accounts in this
and previous CCAG
reports graphically
demonstrate the
consequences for
the whole world of
the loss of summer
sea-ice over the
Arctic ocean today.
We must deliver a
means of removing
GHGs to get levels
down from over
500 ppm to less
than 350 ppm;
and we must give
ourselves the
time to do it by
repairing the Arctic
sea-ice quickly.
Sir David King
CCAG Founder
and Chair
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The Climate Crisis
Advisory Group
(CCAG) was created
in response to the
climate crisis to
inform and guide
climate repair.
Comprising 15 experts
from 11 nations, CCAG
members include leading
authorities in climate
science, carbon emissions,
energy, environment, and
natural resources. Each
month, the group holds
a public live-streamed
meeting and publishes
an accompanying report,
capturing in real-time
the effects of climate
change and emerging
responses. Drawing on the
expertise of all members,
CCAG highlights plausible
pathways for managing
the existential dangers to
humanity created by the
unfolding climate crisis.
Read more:
ccag.earth/about
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The breakdown in trust
A deepening rift of trust in the international system is
undermining efforts to address the climate crisis.
The Glasgow Pact has brought nature and its management
into the heart of the climate crisis. And for the first time the
world is discussing the speed at which action must take place,
not the direction of action.

So, what obstacles threaten success?
A critical factor is the fracturing of
trust within the international system.
There is a stark perception gap
between the lived experiences of
those on the front lines – whether in
the disappearing rainforests of the
Amazon, for example, or the thawing,
methane-emitting landscapes of the
far northern Arctic region – and those
in wealthy nations pronouncing on
what should be done. People who
suffer are unheard – and are already
fighting against climate impacts.
Wealthy nations have made promises
of help and failed to keep them.
Demands for recompense for the
loss and damage already suffered
are fraught with difficulty, as damage
and deaths from the climate crisis
escalate. In Kenya, two million people
are at risk of starvation because of
drought which many believe is made
worse by the climate crisis3. Tuvalu
is literally sinking beneath the ocean.
Many other examples are reported in
the news on almost a daily basis.
However, the US and the EU will
not embrace proposals for loss and
damage funding – even as the G77
+ China, who represent 85% of the
world’s population, press for a loss
and damage finance facility. The
Glasgow Pact sets a timetable for

future dialogue on the issue4; it puts
loss and damage on the agenda for
the next COP meeting5. But the failure
to provide an immediate pathway
to support is a further blow to
international trust between the poorer
and richer nations. The agreement
to talk about possible arrangements
gives no assurance at all to those in
need and delays any real action.
Further, consider promises made
about access to support for
developing nations, which was an
important element of the Paris
Agreement. The promise of 100 billion
USD per year by 2020 was originally
made in 2009. But the sums have
not materialised, and are now only
expected to be made available by
2023 at the earliest.
This funding was intended to assist
poor countries in their transition to lowemissions development pathways, and
to adapt to the unfolding consequences
of the climate crisis. That it has not
been delivered is a serious blow, but
it is the breach of trust that may bring
the greatest challenge to progress
across the world. Loss of trust makes
every future conversation difficult;
poor countries can only assume that
their wealthy counterparts are not
acting in good faith.
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PROTEST AHEAD OF THE COP26 CLIMATE SUMMIT, BRUSSELS, BELGIUM. PHOTO: ALEXANDROS MICHAILIDIS
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The shortfall from the promised 100 billion USD a year is not trivial.
Attempts to use cosmetic calculations to minimise the gap have
further damaged good faith. In 2018 the OECD countries issued
a report showing that the level of funding rose slowly from 2010,
but had reached 78 billion by 2018, leaving a possibility open that
close to 100 billion USD by 2020 could be reached, as promised.
However, the funding calculations were self-serving – and have
been criticised by Oxfam, and by the poorer nations themselves.6

At the time the pledge was made to
support adaptation to climate change,
and to help with mitigation efforts, a
new Green Climate Fund (GCF) was
established, but no precise agreement
was reached as to how each country
pledge should be made and measured.
Most funding has not gone through
the GCF, and wealthy countries
have made their own reports. The
OECD calculations (see fig.1) show
how these consist mainly of loans
and private finance. When Oxfam
audited the figures and excluded loans
(whilst allowing credit for beneficial
loan terms) and non-climaterelated finance, the amount of true
contribution fell dramatically. In 20172018 the actual benefit for developing
nations was around 22.5 USD billion,
less than a third of the 75 billion USD

claimed by OECD countries.
No specific formula exists for the
amount each wealthy country should
pay. Pledges are voluntary. A ‘fairshares’ calculation shows that Japan
and France have transferred the most,
though largely in loans not grants.
The US, whose fair share would be
about 40 – 47% of the total, has only
contributed about 7.6 billion USD a
year. There are instances of finance
for road-building and other projects
being classified as ‘climate-related’
without real evidence for their climate
contribution, further inflating the
figures. Almost all of the funding is
directed towards mitigation action,
and very little has been available
to help poor countries adapt to the
impacts of the climate crisis7.

FIGURE 1

Oxfam's Climate Finance Shadow Report shows how claims by OECD
countries, and true benefit to developing nations stack up from 2015 to 2018

Figure 1
The Climate
Shadow Report
Oxfam 2020
https://
oxfamilibrary.
openrepository.
com/bitstream/
handle/10546/62
1066/bp-climatefinance-shadowreport-2020201020-en.
pdf?sequence=1&i
sAllowed=y
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JOHN KERRY (R) SIGNALS TO BRITAIN'S PRESIDENT FOR COP26 DURING THE COP26 UN CLIMATE CHANGE CONFERENCE.
PHOTO: BEN STANSALL

The breach of trust is therefore two-fold.
First, the wealthy nations have not
met their promises. Second, they have
shown disdain for poorer countries
by pretending they have done more
than they have. These are small sums
of money in the context of the global
economy – and in comparison with
spending on COVID recovery across
the wealthy nations, for example. The
decision to renege on agreements
looks deliberate.
The Glasgow Pact captures the
despair on this point: its wording
‘Notes with deep regret…’ expresses
strong diplomatic frustration8. The
Climate Finance Delivery Plan 2021
accepted the OECD approach to
calculations, and shows that there is
a chance that the 100 USD Billion will
be delivered by 20239. But this brings
no additional assurance, with no
challenge to the accounting approach
of OECD countries. The Glasgow Pact
ramps up the ambition on mitigation
and shortens the timeframes. But it
offers no corresponding support.
India needs 1.4 trillion USD in
investment support (as part of overall
investment of 10.1 trillion USD) to
transform itself and move to net zero
emissions by 207010. India delivers 70%
of its energy needs from coal. India has
a large and energy-hungry population
that is yet to benefit from any of the
advancements and benefits enjoyed
by the developed world11. India might
expect praise for its acceptance of

increased mitigation ambition despite
the lack of support for its commitment.
Instead it is criticised.
On another level, Sub-Saharan
African countries like Zambia
(who are now unable to meet their
sovereign debt repayments) are
struggling with a fragile economy,
especially after COVID. If asked to
move away from coal, which plays
a part in increasing access to energy
for the population, what else is being
relinquished? Alternative energy
sources like natural gas (another
fossil fuel ) bring challenges linked
to demand, safety, infrastructure,
and market related considerations.
Employment is lost. Rents from
coalfields tend to pay for health
and education: essential to the
achievement of the Sustainable
Development Goals. Removing a
reliable source of income as well
as an energy provider seems unfair
when generous compensatory help
is not offered instead.
The institutionalised unfairness,
amplified by criticism of poorer
countries, further breaches trust.
Trust is won only slowly through
repeated encounters and dealings
– and it can be lost very easily. Poor
countries have reason to be deeply
disillusioned and sceptical about any
future promises, and the value of
commitments in the real world.
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The Paris Rule Book
– an overlooked
achievement
Perhaps the biggest
achievement of the
Glasgow Pact is its
completion of the Paris
Rule Book. From the global
south perspective, the rules
bring some integrity into
the system: transparency
and comparability in
implementation of the Paris
Agreement – whether at
1.5°C, or any other level –
are derived from these rules.
Media focus on this
has been minimal,
but without the rules,
full implementation is
impossible. Negotiations
on the rules governing
markets for emissions
reductions took six years.
The objectivity in the
rules is important.
The completion of the Paris
Rule Book opens the way to
more unified approaches for
pricing carbon emissions,
and creates a more
accountable environment
against which stakeholders
can make their assessments
and reports. It forms part
of a ramping up, and
helps close the ambition
and implementation gap
between where we are and
where we need to be on
emissions reductions. That
is an important win of the
Glasgow Pact.

SMOKE EMISSIONS, NEW BRUNSWICK, CANADA. PHOTO: ETAPLUS
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Holding the
powerful to account
One certainty is that activists and interest groups will
continue to hold parties to the Glasgow Pact to account.
They have proven themselves important and effective
stakeholders in the process. The figures are clearer than ever
before: a 1.5°C target; a 45% reduction from 2010 emissions
levels by 203012; 100 billion USD a year for poorer countries to
assist transition, and so on.

The Paris Rule Book lends new levels of
objectivity to the accountability process.
Additional scales and metrics would
help to monitor the progress of
different countries on their pathways
to net zero and the efforts of nonstate actors (e.g., GFANZ)13. The pace
will be different for each country: the
USA should be on a rapid decline right
now, but India need not, for example.
It will be helpful to have tools that
show objectively and consistently how
countries are performing against their
own objectives – and against a fairshare approach to reaching planetary
net-zero. It is important to be able to
identify laggards and freeloaders at
a glance, in real time.
If the experiences of Brazil and
Australia are an accurate signal,
ground is shifting for the private
sector. Perhaps an alignment of
interests is emerging between

climate crisis stakeholders and private
sector businesses, but this must
not be relied upon; pressure must
be maintained on private sectors to
do their bit. Weak leadership from
national governments of wealthy
countries makes the job more
difficult, but also more important.
The actions of disparate groups
really matter. Greta Thunberg and
striking schoolchildren; C40 Cities;
Climate Alliance International;
Climate Action Network; Climate
Justice Alliance; Extinction Rebellion
(XR); and many more have made
a difference14. The Glasgow Pact
and COP26 show that important
processes and decisions cannot be
left to government alone. They need
reminding, pressuring and scrutinising
to take the world forward to safety.
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Towards a
smoother
transition?
Away from formal
processes, there were
commitments to making
technology and its transfer
less expensive. The
UNFCCC Race to Zero
Campaign, the Glasgow
Financial Alliance for Net
Zero (GFANZ), Glasgow
Breakthroughs, and
Mission Innovation all offer
support in different ways15
Many countries participate
in these projects and
programmes.
As they lead to national
action and international
coordination, these
programmes contribute to
technologies, important
for decarbonization,
becoming cheaper more
quickly, facilitating action
and investments in
developing countries
and around the world.
Over time the transition
away from fossil-fuel
energy could become
automatic and driven by
market forces.
In the long run the switch
will happen. But the losses
and suffering along the way
need to be minimised, good
faith must be restored,
and urgent interventions
are needed to manage
the climate through the
transition period.

WIND TURBINES WASCO, OREGON, USA. PHOTO: DAN MEYERS
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Unexpected zeroemissions commitments
Why did Brazil’s federal government use COP26 to commit to
net-zero by 2050? And why did Australia’s Prime Minister do
the same in the run up to the COP meeting?
Both governments resist ambitious mitigation targets, and
Australia has no plans to limit the use of fossil fuels. No one
expected these commitments.

So where did the pressure that made the
difference come from?
The answer is, perhaps, surprising.
In Brazil, combined pressure from
civil society, the private sector and
subnational governments seems to
have been crucial. With an impending
election, domestic pressure played
out on the international stage. Brazil
is facing major water crises with
repercussions for hydroelectric energy
supply; it faces increasing inflation;
it is dealing with a difficult recovery
after a severely Covid-19 experience.
Private sector players no longer
relish being connected to a style of
economy that soon will no longer
exist. They demand change. Producers
see risks of exclusion from global
supply chains because of Brazil’s
record on deforestation and failure
to reduce emissions. It seems the
Brazilian government sees the writing
on the wall for climate-change denial,
and is at least taking cosmetic steps
to repair its image.
Australia faces similar pressure: the
announcement of an election is
imminent and public concern about
climate change and its impacts
is rising. Every Australian state
has targeted net-zero by 2050 or
earlier; the federal government is
out of step with its sub-national

governments. Private sector
companies need change; they resent
the risks of being seen as producers
in a dirty country. They do not want
reputational harm, or the potential
hazard, strengthened by COP26,
of facing carbon tariffs around the
world as they seek to export.
The actual value of these net-zero
commitments is debatable: they both
lack plausible detail or clear pathways.
In the case of Australia, the modelled
net zero pathway does not actually
get to net zero by 2050, relies on
unrealistic levels of land-based carbon
sequestration, assumes continued
fossil fuel production to 2050 and
beyond, and delays short-term
action so cumulative emissions are
well beyond the country's fair share,
even for limiting warming to 2.0°C.
But the promises are out there, to
be used as pressure and leverage
in future debate. Perhaps unifying
voices for a net-zero future have,
irreversibly, moved the world towards
a new tipping point – where citizens,
the private sector and the UNFCCC
system prevent governments from
point-blank refusal to participate in
a low carbon future.
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AMAZON RAINFOREST, BRAZIL. PHOTO: GUSTAVO FRAZAO

Management of Ecosystems and Carbon
Sinks by Indigenous Communities
The world’s rainforests play a critical role in maintaining climate
systems. The Indigenous peoples and local communities who
sustain them must receive recognition and support.
Source: 'Falling Short' 2021 Rainforest Foundation Norway16.

Deforestation and degradation of
tropical rainforests represents about
15% of the world’s annual greenhouse
gas emissions. Only about a third of the
rainforests remain, and their importance
in planning for a 1.5°C limit on global
heating is recognised in the Glasgow
Pact. The intersection of forests,
climate biodiversity and management
exemplifies the need to pay attention
to rights as a central concern for future
climate stability.
The rainforests themselves, and their
human inhabitants – Indigenous
Peoples and Local Communities
(IPLCs) – co-evolved, each a product
of the existence of the other. IPLCs
deploy sustainable management
strategies, contributing profoundly
to biodiversity conservation17.
Where their role is supported the
rate of deforestation is lower. IPLCs
manage at least 17% of forest-carbon
storage, equal to 33 times the total
global emissions of 2017. Despite
their contribution, IPLCs’ lands and

culture are under threat, their services
mostly unfunded. Direct funding
at national or sub-national levels is
rare, being usually channeled via
vast intermediaries – UN agencies
or international NGOs.
IPLC land tenure is pivotal for
upholding forests, enabling IPLCs’
work. Land tenure and forest
management programmes attract
some $270 million annually; only
17% names IPLC organisations for
implementation. Only 11% of funding
advances land tenure security –
a 97% shortfall against estimated
requirements for $8 billion18. Without
tenure, IPLCs will lose more land, as
our forests continue to shrink. The
human cost is incalculable; global
climate management depends on
sustainable forest management.
IPLCs urgently need financial and
political support, and we all urgently
need them to receive it. They offer
us hope for repairing humanity’s
relationship with nature.
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Focus on: CCAG’s Dr. Tero Mustonen
Tero specialises in Arctic biodiversity and
co-leads Snowchange’s Landscape Rewilding
Programme, a large-scale restoration action.
A well-known scholar of Arctic biodiversity,
climate change and indigenous issues, Tero
has many publications including the groundbreaking Eastern Sámi Atlas and Snowscapes,
Dreamscapes. Also a professional ice fisherman,
he uses ‘seining’ techniques, largely unchanged
for centuries, in Lake Puruvesi. The fishers
have EU ‘Protected Geographical Indicator’
status, certifying the authenticity and origin
of production; this helps preserve traditional,
sustainable fishing methods19.
Tero says, “I lead a network of Indigenous
and traditional communities, through the
Snowchange Cooperative. Now that the world’s
attention is in the Arctic, it is fundamentally
important to have direct voices from the region
and solution spaces to offer clear and true views.
The Arctic has been the subject of outside
thoughts for a long time, and by exchanging
ideas with other leading climate scientists within
CCAG we can come to a balanced and accurate
view of the situation; and from there, to solutions.
“At Snowchange we advocate Indigenous-led
and community-led rewilding, which perhaps
is a bit different from large discussions on
ecosystem restoration. We combine Indigenous
and scientific knowledge of the Arctic and
Boreal, and are able to provide solutions that also
preserve one third of world’s soil-based carbon,
and offer new system-shifting models.
“I currently spend all of my time on two equally
high priorities: preservation and rewilding of
our northern homelands, and conducting our
ice-based, highly vulnerable winter seining. Our
fishery was first mentioned in records of 1300,
and I will not let it die on my watch.”

WINTER FOREST. PHOTO: WARREN SAMMUT
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PUBLIC MEETINGS:
> This series of open meetings will be livestreamed on social media
on the last Thursday of each month.

